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The glimpse of Julian Assange
being dragged from the Ecuadorean
embassy in London is an emblem
of the times. Might against right.
Muscle against the law. Indecency
against courage. Six policemen
manhandled a sick journalist, his
eyes wincing against his first natural
light in almost seven years.
That this outrage happened in
the heart of London, in the land of
Magna Carta, ought to shame and
anger all who fear for "democratic"
societies. Assange is a political
refugee protected by international
law, the recipient of asylum under
a strict covenant to which Britain
is a signatory. The United Nations
made this clear in the legal ruling
of its Working Party on Arbitrary
Detention.
But to hell with that. Let the
thugs go in. Directed by the quasi
fascists in Trump's Washington,
in league with Ecuador's Lenin
Moreno, a Latin American Judas and
liar seeking to disguise his rancid
regime, the British elite abandoned
its last imperial myth: that of fairness
and justice.
Imagine Tony Blair dragged from
his multi-million pound Georgian
home in Connaught Square, London,

in handcuffs, for onward dispatch
to the dock in The Hague. By the
standard of Nuremberg, Blair's
"paramount crime" is the deaths of
a million Iraqis. Assange's crime is
journalism: holding the rapacious
to account, exposing their lies and
empowering people all over the
world with truth.
The shocking arrest of Assange
carries a warning for all who, as
Oscar Wilde wrote, "sow the seeds
of discontent [without which] there
would be no advance towards
civilisation". The warning is
explicit towards journalists. What
happened to the founder and editor
of WikiLeaks can happen to you on
a newspaper, you in a TV studio,
you on radio, you running a podcast.
Assange's principal media
t o r m e n t o r, t h e G u a rd i a n , a
collaborator with the secret state,
displayed its nervousness this week
with an editorial that scaled new
weasel heights. The Guardian has
exploited the work of Assange and
WikiLeaks in what its previous editor
called "the greatest scoop of the last
30 years". The paper creamed off
WikiLeaks' revelations and claimed
the accolades and riches that came
with them.
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With not a penny going to
Julian Assange or to WikiLeaks,
a hyped Guardian book led to a
lucrative Hollywood movie. The
book's authors, Luke Harding and
David Leigh, turned on their source,
abused him and disclosed the secret
password Assange had given the
paper in confidence, which was
designed to protect a digital file
containing leaked US embassy
cables.
With Assange now trapped in
the Ecuadorean embassy, Harding
joined the police outside and gloated
on his blog that "Scotland Yard may
get the last laugh". The Guardian
has since published a series of
falsehoods about Assange, not least
a discredited claim that a group of
Russians and Trump's man, Paul
Manafort, had visited Assange in
the embassy. The meetings never
happened; it was fake.
But the tone has now changed.
"The Assange case is a morally
tangled web," the paper opined. "He
(Assange) believes in publishing
things that should not be published.
. . . But he has always shone a light
on things that should never have
been hidden."
These "things" are the truth
about the homicidal way America
conducts its colonial wars, the lies
of the British Foreign Office in its
denial of rights to vulnerable people,
such as the Chagos Islanders, the
expose of Hillary Clinton as a backer
and beneficiary of jihadism in the
Middle East, the detailed description
of American ambassadors of how
the governments in Syria and
Venezuela might be overthrown,
and much more. It all available on
the WikiLeaks site.
The Guardian is understandably
nervous. Secret policemen have
already visited the newspaper

and demanded and got the ritual
destruction of a hard drive. On
this, the paper has form. In 1983,
a Foreign Office clerk, Sarah
Tisdall, leaked British Government
documents showing when American
cruise nuclear weapons would
arrive in Europe. The Guardian was
showered with praise.
When a court order demanded
to know the source, instead of
the editor going to prison on a
fundamental principle of protecting
a source, Tisdall was betrayed,
prosecuted and served six months.

Hour of Chain and Noose

		

- Faiz Ahmed Faiz

This is the hour of madness, this
too the hour of chain and noose
You may hold the cage in your
control, but you don’t command
If Assange is extradited to
America for publishing what the
Guardian calls truthful "things",
what is to stop the current editor,
Katherine Viner, following him, or
the previous editor, Alan Rusbridger,
or the prolific propagandist Luke
Harding?
What is to stop the editors of the
New York Times and the Washington
Post, who also published morsels
of the truth that originated with
WikiLeaks, and the editor of El
Pais in Spain, and Der Spiegel in
Germany and the Sydney Morning
Herald in Australia. The list is long.
David McCraw, lead lawyer of
the New York Times, wrote: "I think
the prosecution [of Assange] would
be a very, very bad precedent for
publishers... from everything I know,
he's sort of in a classic publisher's
position and the law would have
a very hard time distinguishing
between the New York Times and

WikiLeaks."
Even if journalists who
published WikiLeaks' leaks are not
summoned by an American grand
jury, the intimidation of Julian
Assange and Chelsea Manning will
be enough. Real journalism is being
criminalised by thugs in plain sight.
Dissent has become an indulgence.
In Australia, the current
America-besotted government is
prosecuting two whistle-blowers
who revealed that Canberra's spooks
bugged the cabinet meetings of the
new government of East Timor for
the express purpose of cheating the
tiny, impoverished nation out of
its proper share of the oil and gas
resources in the Timor Sea. Their
trial will be held in secret. The
Australian prime minister, Scott
Morrison, is infamous for his part
in setting up concentration camps
for refugees on the Pacific islands
of Nauru and Manus, where children
self harm and suicide. In 2014,
Morrison proposed mass detention
camps for 30,000 people.
Real journalism is the enemy
of these disgraces. A decade ago,
the Ministry of Defence in London
produced a secret document which
described the "principal threats" to
public order as threefold: terrorists,
Russian spies and investigative
journalists. The latter was designated
the major threat.
The document was duly leaked
to WikiLeaks, which published it.
"We had no choice," Assange told
me. "It's very simple. People have a
right to know and a right to question
and challenge power. That's true
democracy."
What if Assange and Manning
and others in their wake—if there are
others—are silenced and "the right
to know and question and challenge"
is taken away?
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In the 1970s, I met Leni
Reifenstahl, close friend of Adolf
Hitler, whose films helped cast the
Nazi spell over Germany. She told
me that the message in her films,
the propaganda, was dependent not
on "orders from above" but on what
she called the "submissive void" of
the public.
"Did this submissive void include
the liberal, educated bourgeoisie?" I
asked her.
"Of course," she said, "especially
the intelligentsia. . . . When people
no longer ask serious questions,
they are submissive and malleable.
Anything can happen."
And did.
The rest, she might have added,
is history.
(John Pilger is a renowned
investigative journalist and
documentary film-maker.)
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Goebbelsian Doublespeak:
B. R. Ambedkar and the RSS
N. Sukumar
Historically, the philosophical
roots of the RSS can be located in
German National Socialism and
the former has constantly strived to
live up to the ideals of its mentors.
This is best illustrated when the RSS
indulges in Goebbelsian doublespeak
to further its exclusivist nationalism.
A lie spoken repeatedly becomes
the truth—the appropriation of
Babasaheb Ambedkar into the
pantheon of 'nationalist' heroes
reveals the political frustration
of the RSS to make inroads into
the Dalit / Adivasi / Moolnivasi
mindscapes. Nathuram Godse
physically eliminated Gandhi and
the RSS is striving to ideologically
annihilate Ambedkar. This article
strives to deconstruct the issue
of Panchjanya (April 19th 2015)
and the special issue of Organiser
on the 125th birth anniversary
of Babasaheb which testify to the
ideological vacuum of the Sangh
Parivar and its urgency to 'create'
new idols. The focus is on the
engagement with the religious ideas
espoused by these journals and their
contradictions with Ambedkar's
philosophy.
The model state, Gujarat has long
been considered the social laboratory
for Hindutva. Jan Breman 1 has
analysed the well-entrenched nature
of the Hindutva movement and its
predecessors in Gujarat, strongly
opposed to communal harmony and
to the design of society as a melting
pot of diverse and open-ended social
segments. The mobilisation of low
and intermediate castes to participate
in the activities of the Sangh parivar

organisations in the last two decades
has broadened the base of Hindu
fundamentalism as a social-political
force.
To bring the Dalis into the
Hindutva fold, on the one hand,
the Sangh Parivar took conscious
steps to break the Dalit-Muslim
nexus in Gujarat,2 and on the other
hand, Hindutva spin doctors sought
to give a makeover to one of the
most revered icons of modern India,
Babasaheb Ambedkar, who sought
to unravel the hegemony of religion
and culture over the people.
Deifying Ambedkar
The Panchajanya issue of
April 19, 20153 commences with
hyperbolic and effusive praise for
Babasaheb, “a great leader who
sought to organise and strengthen
society on the basis of social
harmony; a foresighted leader who
strived to mould his country to meet
the future challenges; a patriot, in
short a seer of his age.” A lot of water
has flowed down the Ganges since
Arun Shourie wrote Worshipping
False Gods wherein Ambedkar was
vilified as a traitor, as a supporter
of Pakistan, etc. The Panchajanya
now says, “Sri Guruji (Golwalkar)
argues that after Buddha it is only
Ambedkar who discoursed about
social welfare and religious interests,
to get rid of social evils. Indeed,
Ambedkar is the true inheritor of
Buddha's legacy and I heartily
endorse his purity.”
The above mentioned journal
quotes Ambedkar on various issues
without giving any reference as to
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its authencity. It makes the blanket
claim: “Through his various writings
and speeches, Ambedkar engaged
with savarna Hindus.” But there is no
reference to any book or writing of
Ambedkar to prove that he ever said
so. Panchjanya says, “Ambedkar
wrote that Hindu religion believed
that every man is a microcosm of
the divine and every man is entitled
to dignity. However, savarna Hindus
have ill-treated dalits. If Dalits
are maltreated then even God is
displeased.” But again, no source
is cited for this statement. When
the fact is that Ambedkar’s views
were the exact opposite of this, he
was very critical of Hindu religion
itself: “Hinduism is not interested
in the common man. Hinduism is
not interested in society as a whole.
The centre of its interest lies in a
class and its philosophy is concerned
in sustaining and supporting the
rights of that class. That is why in
the philosophy of Hinduism, the
interests of the common man as well
as of society are denied, suppressed
and sacrificed to the interest of this
class of Supermen.”4
In yet another article, the same
journal quotes Ambedkar as saying
(again without citing any source),
“He pointed out that till Hindu society
is organised, justice and humanity
will not be worshipped and till then
independence is incomplete.” This is
also a fabrication, as for Ambedkar,
“Hinduism is inimical to equality,
antagonistic to liberty and opposed to
fraternity.” Ambedkar further says,
“Inequality is the soul of Hinduism.
The morality of Hinduism is only
social. It is unmoral and inhuman to
say the least.”5
Panchajanya says that at a speech
in Amravati (again no source is cited
as to the date and occasion for the
speech), “Ambedkar argued that

even dalits have rights in Hindutva.
In order to establish the Hindutva
philosophy, Valmiki, Chokhamela,
Rohidas etc dalits have contributed
in great measure and numerous
dalits have sacrificed their lives to
safeguard this philosophy. Hence, if
Brahmins, Kshatriyas and Vaishyas
can enter temples, why cannot dalits
do so?” This is again a falsification.
Thus, the great medieval poet saint
Chokhamela, in one of his abhangas,
calls to God, “Why have you given
me this birth if you have to give
me birth at all? You have erred
in giving me this birth; you have
been unkind.”6 Here, Chokhamela
is questioning his birth within the
contours of the caste hierarchy,
which is the bedrock of Hinduism,
but the Panchajanya wants us to
believe that Chokhamela was an
advocate of Hindutva.
The attempt to falsify history is
very evident in the above mentioned
arguments. No distinction is made
between Hinduism and Hindutva
and both concepts are used as
synonyms for each other.
The special issue of Organiser
on the 125th anniversay of Dr
Ambedkar seeks to deify Ambedkar
by making the claim that the Indian
Constitution is a new “Manusmriti”,
it in fact says it should be called
“Bheemsmruti”.7 It forgets that on
December 25, 1927, Ambedkar
burned the Manusmriti, a symbol
of enslavement for majority of the
denizens of India.
To c a l l t h e C o n s t i t u t i o n
“Bheemsmruti”, to think that
the thought could have come
to Ambedkar ’s mind that the
Constitution is “Bheemsmruti”,
is an affront to all that Ambedkar
believed in. He considered any form
of hero worship as detrimental to
democracy. He had stated, “There

is nothing wrong in being grateful
to great men who have rendered
life-long services to the country. But
there are limits to gratefulness. As
has been well said by the Irish Patriot
Daniel O'Connell, no man can be
grateful at the cost of his honour, no
woman can be grateful at the cost
of her chastity and no nation can be
grateful at the cost of its liberty. This
caution is far more necessary in the
case of India than in the case of any
other country. For in India, Bhakti
or what may be called the path of
devotion or hero-worship, plays
a part in its politics unequalled in
magnitude by the part it plays in the
politics of any other country in the
world. Bhakti in religion may be a
road to the salvation of the soul. But
in politics, Bhakti or hero-worship
is a sure road to degradation and to
eventual dictatorship.”8
Peddling Falsehoods
The RSS mouthpiece, Organiser,
in its special issue claims that
Ambedkar believed that Buddhism
and Hinduism were fundamentally
the same. 9 In his famous article
Buddha and the Future of His
Religion, Ambedkar said that a true
religion should have the following
four characteristics: a) In the sense
of morality, it must remain the
governing principle in every society;
b) it must be in accord with reason,
which is merely another name for
science; c) its moral code must
recognise the fundamental tenets of
liberty, equality, and fraternity; and
d) it must not sanctify or ennoble
poverty. He further said that only
Buddhism can satisfy all these
tests, and it is the only religion
the world can have.10 In a clever
sleight of hand, the Organiser
quotes Ambedkar and gives the
four characteristics of true religion
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as outlined by him, but omits to
mention the crucial conclusion, that
only Buddhism can satisfy all these
tests.
The effort to saffronise
Ambedkar is very palpable when
the Organiser claims that Ambedkar
was a follower of Ram. It wants to
wish away his epic work, Riddles
in Hinduism, by claiming that the
text was kept in his cupboard till
the last breath of his life. The fact
is, Rama holds no attractions for
Ambedkar, for whom the most
significant event in the Ramayana
was Rama's decapitation of a shudra
for practicing asceticism. Ambedkar
calls this “the worst crime that
history has ever recorded.”11
While toying with Ambedkar's
beliefs, the RSS ideologues have
eschewed any historical veracity. In
his work, Who Were the Shudras?
How they came to be the Fourth
Varna in Indo-Aryan Society,
Ambedkar argues at length on the
origins of Chaturvarna. However,
for the Sangh Parivar scholars,
caste crept into Indian society
with the Islamic invaders. Very
subtly, they not only lay the sin of
introducing untouchability into India
on Islam but also play up the fear of
Hindu women being violated by the
mlechha invaders.12
While expurgating Ambedkar's
ideas, the Organiser also generously
edits the political terminology
espoused by Ambedkar. The RSS’s
reluctance to use the term 'India'
is well known, so the All India
Scheduled Castes Federation
founded by Ambedkar in April
1942 is transformed into Bharatiya
Scheduled Caste Federation. The
conversion to Buddhism was not
merely a challenge to Hindu caste
supremacy but Ambedkar provided a
well thought out rationale for his act
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of conversion.13 The Organiser cooks
up a novel myth that “Ambedkar
promised Gandhi that he would
leave Hindu Dharma but would
see to it that the least damage was
done. When he embraced Buddhist
faith in Deekshabhumi, Nagpur on
October 1956, he said, ‘I had kept
my promise to Gandhiji.’” Neither in
Gandhi's writings nor in Ambedkar's
writings and speeches does one
come across any such conversation.
According to the Organiser,
Ambedkar believed that
untouchability is inscribed on the
Dalit body rather than being a blot
on Hinduism and claims that he said,
“we (untouchables) have to clean
it. It means that we ourselves will
have to fight this social slavery.”
The narrative gives the impression
that Ambedkar was apologetic of the
caste system rather than its fiercest
critic. It even says that: “At one
point he says that the Bhagvad Gita
is my inspiration”; that he wrote “Jai
Bhavani” on his newspaper; and that
“He was proud of calling himself a
Hindu.”14 Ambedkar's writings make
clear that the Organiser is lying.
Ambedkar affirmed on October
13, 1935, at Yeola in Nasik district,
“Unfortunately, I was born a Hindu
untouchable. It was beyond my
power to prevent that, but it is within
my power to refuse to live under
ignoble and humiliating conditions.
I solemnly assure you that I will not
die a Hindu.”15
The Propaganda War
Once they succeeded in ending
democracy and turning Germany into
a one-party dictatorship, the Nazis
orchestrated a massive propaganda
campaign to win the loyalty and
cooperation of Germans. The Nazi
Propaganda Ministry, directed by
Dr. Joseph Goebbels, took control

of all forms of communication in
Germany: newspapers, magazines,
books, public meetings, and rallies,
art, music, movies, and radio.
Viewpoints in any way threatening
to Nazi beliefs or to the regime
were censored or eliminated from
all media. The RSS is traversing the
very same path. Its political front, the
Bharatiya Janata Party, is now the
world's largest political party with
8.8 crore members. Gradually, all
dissent is being stifled and landmark
changes in the polity and society are
being ushered in through ordinances,
bypassing parliamentary debates.
One of the harshest critics of the
Hindu social order was Ambedkar
who sought to transform the caste
society through legal, rational
and constitutional norms. His
followers have struggled to create
an enlightened India by interrogating
the social, cultural, political and
economic domains controlled
by entrenched interests through
political struggles, revolutionary
poetry and prose, new iconography
and symbols. The appropriation and
deliberate misreading of Ambedkar's
life and vision will delegitimise
his egalitarian ideas, demolish
and demoralise the struggles to
usher justice and fraternity and
lead to the continued enslavement
of the marginalised groups. The
subversive and deliberate gesture
of misquoting Ambedkar reveals
the lack of historical and scholarly
authenticity in the intellectual
projects of the RSS. However, the
dalit-bahujan citizens will not accept
any tampering with the ideals of
Babasaheb Ambedkar and would
offer a befitting response.
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Remembering Justice Sachar on his first death anniversary

Justice Sachar, His Report and Muslims
Prem Singh
Today (20 April 2019) is the first
death anniversary of Justice Rajindar
Sachar—a socialist visionary, a
Justice par excellence, a true secular
and democrat, an unrelenting human
rights and civil liberties champion
and a wonderful person having
complete faith in human goodness.
While paying her tribute to him
on his demise, Seema Mustafa
rightly said, 'Our finest has gone'.
I personally feel a great sense of
loss without him, particularly in
my political activities. He was
so very involved in the affairs of
Socialist Party (India) which he and
senior socialist leaders like Surendra
Mohan, Bhai Vaidya, Pannalal
Surana, Prof. Keshav Jadhav formed
in 2011 along with several young
socialists. He used to have this hope
and belief that the old glory of the
Socialist Party and the original spirit
of the movement / ideology will
thrive once again in the realm of
Indian politics. Of course, in order
to replace the present corporate
capitalist order. I often wondered
about his optimism and used to ask
him that if people around him did not
respond adequately to his appeals,
how could he hope that public in
general would support his party and
candidates? To that he only used
to give an innocent smile, without
a slightest sign of pessimism. His
smile always kept us in a positive
frame of mind and that is what we
miss badly without him around us.
In the later period of his life,
Justice Sachar was mainly known
for the Sachar Committee Report.
The Sachar Committee, headed

by Justice Rajindar Sachar, was
constituted in 2005 by the then Prime
Minister of India Dr. Manmohan
Singh to prepare a report about the
social, economic and educational
status of the Muslim community in
the country. The Committee’s 403
page report was presented in the
Lok Sabha on 30 November 2006.
The findings and recommendations
of the report immediately became
a topic of sharp debate in political,
social and intellectual circles.
The report was considered to be
a mirror which showed the true
picture of the Muslim community
throughout India. Consequently, it
received praise from a large part
of intelligentsia as well as from
political parties. Although there
were some dissenting voices too
about the findings, recommendations
and methodology of the report, it was
well received by most people. After
the publication of the Report, many
adverse reactions were made. An
assassination plan was also reported.
When this disclosure was published
in the Indian Express, I wrote a letter
to the Manmohan Singh government
requesting it to provide protection to
Justice Sachar. But the government
did not pay heed to my request
although the same government
wanted to give him Padam Bhushan
in lieu of the Report, which Justice
Sachar humbly refused.
The report, known as ‘Sachar
Committee Report’, brought for the
first time attention to the ever growing
economic inequality and social
insecurity and alienation of Muslims
in India since Independence. It
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found, on basis of official data, that
the Muslim population, estimated at
over 138 million in 2001, was underrepresented in the civil service,
police, military and in politics.
Muslims were more likely to be poor,
illiterate, unhealthy and in trouble
with the law as compared to other
Indians. Thus, the myth of 'Muslim
appeasement' was thoroughly
exposed and the report became a
focus of debate and controversy
among scholars and political parties/
leaders. Justice Sachar's activities,
including this Report, were guided
by the perspective of socialist
ideology and the socialist movement
of India. First and foremost, he was
a staunch Lohian socialist.
Then there started a race among
various political parties to make
promises in their manifestos to
implement the recommendations of
the Sachar Committee Report. The
only exception was the BJP which, in
fact, opposed the report vehemently.
But the secular parties kept repeating
their promises through manifestos
and rhetoric. However, when
one reviews the progress of the
implementation of the report carried
out by the central and the state
governments, the picture appears to
be quite dismal.
The Report states that the
minorities, especially the Muslims,
have been the ignored factor in all
Central Governments. Amongst the
various recommendations, the Prime
Minister’s High Level Committee
Report had recommended the
establishment of Equal Opportunity
Commission (EOC) as an instrument
to prevent discrimination against
minorities in the private sector
like housing and employment.
It was an important point since
courts cannot interfere in cases of
discrimination in private sector.
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This recommendation has been
inexcusably sidelined and has
remained in cold storage. The EOC
can be set up by the state governments
without taking permission from the
Central government. A very urgent
recommendation of the Report dealt
with the unfairness of divisions
of electoral constituencies which
results in lesser number of Muslims
in the legislature to which they
are broadly entitled, based on the
population. This anomaly arises
from the irrational demarcation of
seats in the legislature.
In U.P., there is abundant
potential for substantial number
of Muslims to win seats. As per
the Report, to address this, the
delimitation of constituencies in a
fair manner is essential. But on the
contrary the constituencies with
substantial number of Muslims have
been reserved for scheduled castes,
and constituencies with substantial
number of scheduled caste voters
are unreserved. This is unfair to
both Muslims and SC electorate.
The Committee had hoped that it
would receive the attention of the
government immediately because
the Delimitation Commission was
at that time engaged in this exercise
and evidently any suggestion or any
exercise to be done by it had to be
undertaken during the current term of
the then Delimitation Commission.
But, the Committee’s suggestion was
ignored during the delimitation.
But now, as far as the Muslim
minority is concerned, politics
has taken a different turn after the
advent of Narendra Modi on the
national scene. The result is that
no political party has mentioned
the recommendations of the Sachar
Committee in its manifesto during
Lok Sabha elections 2019. Justice
Sachar wanted to live on till this

election. But unfortunately his health
did not permit him to fulfill his
desire. If he had been alive today,
he would have felt very upset about
this development.
[The author teaches Hindi at
Delhi University and is president of
Socialist Party (India).]
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Modinomics = Corporatonomics Part II:
Modi’s Budgets and Agriculture
Neeraj Jain
In the previous part of this
article, we had shown that the
government, if it wants, can raise
enough resources to implement a
whole slew of welfare measures.
But instead of doing that, it is more
interested in giving away huge
subsidies to the tune of several
lakh crore rupees to the corporate
houses. In this part, we take a look
at Modi Government’s policies with
regards to the severe agrarian crisis
gripping the country.
PM Kisan Samman scheme
The neoliberal reforms being
implemented in the country for
the past nearly three decades have
pushed Indian agriculture into a
deep crisis. Public investment in
agriculture has been falling. Both
input subsidies (such as fertiliser,
electricity and irrigation subsidies)
and output support to farmers (in
the form of public procurement of
agricultural produce) have been
drastically cut. Farmers are finding
it difficult to access loans from
banks at subsidised rates, pushing
them into clutches of moneylenders.
Consequently, for the majority
of India’s farmers, who are small
farmers with land holdings of less
than 1 hectare, their total income
from all sources (cultivation, farming
of animals, non-farm business
and wages) has fallen to less than
their consumption expenditure.
It has led to a huge increase in
rural indebtedness; over the two
decades 1992–2012, the incidence
of indebtedness among cultivator
households has nearly doubled.
These neoliberal policies drove

the hardy Indian farmers into such
despair that more than 3.5 lakh
farmers had committed suicide over
the two decades to 2014—something
that did not happen even during the
days of the British Raj.
Narendra Modi and the BJP
swept to power in the 2014 Lok
Sabha elections on the back of a
whole slew of extravagant promises
to farmers. After coming to power,
it promised to double the income of
all farmers by 2022.
However, ever since it assumed
power, the agricultural policies of
the Modi Government have only
worsened the crisis gripping Indian
agriculture. And so, the past year
saw India swept by over a dozen
farmer marches, including the epic
march by over one lakh farmers from
all over the country to the country’s
capital Delhi in November 2018.
Wi t h e l e c t i o n s l o o m i n g ,
in a desperate bid to win over
farmers, the Modi Government
in its Interim Budget 2019–20
announced a PM Kisan Samman
Nidhi scheme to provide income
support of Rs 6,000 per year to
small and marginal farmers. Under
the scheme, around 12 crore farmers
with small landholdings of up to two
hectares, will be provided direct
income support of Rs 6,000 per
year, in three equal instalments of
Rs 2,000 each. In a naked attempt
to buy votes of farmers, the Finance
Minister Goyal announced that first
instalment would be transferred
immediately, before March 31, 2019.
Landless farmers, tenant farmers and
sharecroppers will not benefit from
the scheme.

The amount translates into a
mere Rs 500 per month—which
is a joke, considering the depth of
the farm crisis. The scheme is even
weaker than the income support
to farmers being given in Odisha
and Telengana, which give farmers
Rs 10,000 per year, and have no
landholding limits, apart from other
benefits.
Betraying farmers
On the other hand, the budget
is silent on the important issue of
farm loan waiver. It would have
cost the government at the most Rs
3 lakh crore, while benefiting crores
of farmers across the country. The
injustice of this becomes all the more
apparent when one takes note of the
fact that the loan waivers given by
the Modi Government to corporate
houses total several times more than
this.
On the issue of implementing
the most crucial recommendation of
the Swaminathan Commission, that
farmers should be given MSP which
is 50% over the C2 cost of production
(which is the comprehensive cost of
production), in this year’s budget
speech too, the Finance Minister
repeats Jaitley’s lie of last year
that the government has “fixed the
minimum support price (MSP) of all
22 crops at minimum 50% more than
the cost.” During the year 2018–19,
the government has announced
increases in MSP for kharif and rabi
crops, but the increase is much below
the C2+50% price recommended by
the Swaminathan Commission (see
Table 1).
Whatever be the MSP declared,
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another problem faced by farmers
is that most farmers do not get this
price for their crops. Government
procurement operations cover only a
few crops, mainly rice, wheat, cotton
and occasionally pulses. (While there
is no government procurement per
se in sugarcane, mills are legally
obligated to buy cane from farmers
at prices fixed by government, an
effective MSP-like arrangement.)

year’s budget papers reveal the
shocking fact that actual expenditure
on food subsidy had been only
Rs 1,05,864 crore in 2017–18—a
reduction of 27% over the revised
expenditure for food subsidy in
2017–18 of Rs 1,45,892 crore as
given in the 2018–19 budget papers
(see Table 2). Do the budget estimates
have any meaning under the Modi
Government? It only means that

rate, the rest is borne by the Centre
and the respective State. While the
allocation for this scheme has gone
up by nearly five times over the five
Modi Government budgets (2018–19
RE over 2014–15 A), several reports
have come in the media showing how
this scheme has turned out to be a
way of transferring public funds to
corporations—in the name of public
welfare, it has resulted in windfall

Table 1: MSP on Rabi–Kharif Crops and C2+50%1

Table 2: Budget Allocations for Food Subsidy, 2014–19 (Rs crore)

The Shanta Kumar committee admits
that 94% of farmers do not get MSP,
even if it is low.
The finance minister had admitted
this problem in his budget speech last
year. He had proposed that “Niti
Aayog, in consultation with Central
and State Governments, will put in
place a fool-proof mechanism so
that farmers will get adequate price
for their produce.” More than a year
has gone by; the government has
presented two budgets, but there
has been no financial allocation to
implement this promise in either of
the budgets! Meanwhile, a few more
thousand farmers have committed
suicide.
Government procurement from
farmers mainly comes under the
budget head, ‘food subsidy’. This

despite the worsening agrarian crisis,
the government is not interested
in expanding its procurement of
foodgrains. The revised estimate for
food subsidy in 2018–19 is given as
Rs 1,77,874 crore. Considering last
year’s performance, and the slipping
fiscal deficit, it is doubtful if the
government has actually spent this
amount.
A scheme about which the
Finance Minister makes no mention
in his budget speech is the muchhyped Pradhan Mantri Fasal Bima
Yojana (Table 3). The reason is not far
to seek—the scheme has turned out to
be a huge scam. The scheme aims to
provide financial support to farmers
suffering crop loss/damage arising
out of unforeseen events. The farmer
pays the premium at a subsidised

profits for insurance companies.
The scheme has enabled insurance
companies to earn a whopping Rs
15,795 crore as profit in just the last
two years. They got a gross premium
of Rs 22,362.11 crore and paid an
insurance claim of Rs 15,902.47
crore to 3,01,26,403 farmers in 2016–
17; and in 2017–18, they disbursed
claims of Rs 15,710.25 crore against
a premium of Rs 25,045.87 crore to
1,26,01,048 farmers.2 This year, the
scheme has been allocated Rs 14,000
crore, as compared to Rs 13,000 crore
allocated last year.
The Finance Minister had
announced the Pradhan Mantri
Krishi Sinchayee Yojana (prime
minister’s irrigation scheme) with
much fanfare in his very first budget
of 2014–15. The Economic Survey of
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2017–18 admits that the percentage
of net irrigated area to the total
cropped area was 34.5% that year.
Despite this situation, this scheme
has always been underfunded.
Overall, the total expenditure on
this scheme during the five years
of the Modi Government (2018–19
RE over 2014–15 A) has increased
by only 8.5% (CAGR), which is
barely enough to beat inflation (see
Table 3).
The flagship scheme of the
Central government for creating
robust pre- and post-harvest
infrastructure for agriculture is the
Rashtriya Krishi Vikas Yojana.
However, allocation for this has
been halved over the five budgets
of the Modi Government, from Rs
8,443 crore in 2014–15 A to Rs 3,600
crore in 2018–19; the allocation
for 2019–20 has been marginally
increased to Rs 3,800 crore.
In the long-term, the only
solution to the crisis gripping Indian
agriculture is promoting organic or
sustainable farming techniques in
agriculture. However, the budget
for a very important scheme related
to this, called Paramparagat Krishi
Vikas Yojana, continues to stagnate
at a lowly Rs 325 crore as compared
to the allocation in the 2018–19
BE of Rs 360 crore. The footnote
to the budget document states that

the National Project on Organic
Farming is meant to promote organic
farming techniques in the country,
but its allocation is a princely Rs 2
crore! The National Mission on Oil
Seed and Oil Palm, which had been
allocated a meagre Rs 400 crore in
2018–19 BE, has now apparently
been abandoned by the government;
it has not been given any allocation
in the 2019–20 Interim Budget.
An important sector that can
help provide some relief from the
agrarian crisis is the livestock subsector (includes sectors like dairy,
poultry and meat) and fisheries
sub-sector. The livestock sector
provides additional income to a
large section of small and marginal
farmers; it is estimated that fishing,
aquaculture and allied activities
provide livelihood to more than 14
million people. While the Finance
Minister in his budget speech
claimed that the government gives
high priority to the animal husbandry
sector, this is only empty rhetoric;
the allocation for the Department
of Animal Husbandry, Dairy and
Fisheries is very low in absolute
terms, only Rs 3,100 crore in 2019–
20; and has actually declined as
compared to 2018–19 RE (Rs 3,273
crore). As a percentage of the budget
outlay, it is a miniscule 0.11%.
Within this, the allocation for what

is called the white revolution has
significantly declined from Rs 2,431
crore in 2018–19 RE to Rs 2,140
in 2019–20 BE. Similarly, funds
provisioned under Blue Revolution,
meant for fishery sector, have also
declined from their already meagre
levels (see Table 4).
Budget for Rural Development
Conditions in agriculture are
intimately tied to the general state
of the rural economy, and that
is why public spending on rural
development is also crucial for the
overall development of agriculture.
Here the outlays are hugely
disappointing. Total allocation for
Ministry of Rural Development or
MoRD is slated to increase by only
4.7% over the previous year’s revised
estimate—not even keeping pace
with inflation (Table 5)! Overall,
during the Modi Government’s five
years, the budget for the Department
of Rural Development has gone up
by 7.01% (CAGR), which is a fall
in real terms. This is also reflected
in the fact that the budget for this
department as a share of the total
budget outlay has fallen from 4.6%
to 4.2% over this period.
One important head under the
Department of Rural Development
is the ‘Pradhan Mantri Avas Yojana
– Grameen’. This scheme is the

Table 3: Budget Allocations for Department of Agriculture, 2014–19 (Rs crore)
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Table 4: Budget Allocations for Department of Animal Husbandry, 2014–19
(Rs crore)

Table 5: Budget Allocations for Department of Rural Development (Rs crore)

flagship housing scheme of the Modi
Government, which replaced the
earlier Indira Awas Yojana (IAY) of
the UPA government, and promised
housing for all by 2022. In his budget
speech last year, Jaitley claimed that
the government had targeted building
10 million houses by March 2019—
51 lakh houses were to be completed
by March 2018 and another 51 lakh
houses by March 2019. But the
allocation for this scheme has fallen
from Rs 23,000 crore in 2017–18 BE
to Rs 19,900 in 2018–19 RE, a cut

of nearly 20% in real terms (Table
5). Obviously, the government has
no intention of constructing many
houses under this scheme, it is just
another of Jaitley’s fibs. This is borne
out by figures available on the MoRD
website: they reveal that 23.5 lakh
houses were constructed in 2017–18
and another 19.1 lakh in 2018–19 (as
on April 9, 2019)—that is, the total
number of houses built under this
scheme is less than half of the target!
The Pradhan Mantri Gram Sadak
Yojana (PMGSY) is a central scheme

to build all-weather roads to connect
1.6 lakh eligible unconnected
habitations. The Finance Minister
claims in his budget speech that more
than 90% of the habitations have
been connected with pucca roads, and
the task would soon be completed.
This, despite the fact that for the last
four years, the allocation under this
scheme has remained constant at Rs
19,000 crore, and the money actually
spent has been 10–20% less than this
(Table 5). The CAG recently pointed
out several irregularities under this
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scheme, including misreporting. 3
Clearly, much of these roads are
being built only on paper.
MGNREGA
The most important scheme
under the Department of Rural
Development is obviously the
government’s rural employment
guarantee programme under the
Mahatma Gandhi National Rural
Employment Guarantee Act
(NREGA). It guarantees a minimum
of 100 days of employment in a
year to every willing household.
Significantly, it guarantees time
bound employment, within 15 days
of making such a requisition, failing
which it promises an unemployment
allowance. This scheme has the
potential to lessen the crisis gripping
the rural areas and improve food
security. Numerous studies have
shown that NREGA has had several
positive effects, including increasing
rural wages, enabling better access
to food and thereby reducing hunger,
and reducing distress migration from
rural areas.
In its latest 2019–20 budget,
the Modi government has cut the
MGNREGA budget allocation even
in absolute terms, to Rs 60,000 crore,
as compared to the 2018–19 revised
estimate of Rs 61,084 crore (Table
5). Of this, Rs 7,568 crore will go
to meet the unpaid wages of the
previous year. This means that just
to maintain the budget level at last
year, the budget for this year should
have been 61,084 + 4,887 (inflation

at 8%) + 7,568 = Rs 73,539 crore.
The budget allocation is 18% less
than this.
Even if the Centre had allocated
the desired funds to keep the
allocation at the same level as last
year, it would have been insufficient
for a full roll-out of the scheme.
MNREGS is a demand-driven
scheme, it guarantees 100 days of
employment to all those who desire
it (one member per household). Of
course, this is a very inadequate
employment guarantee, but at least
it is something. To make available
this many days of employment to all
those desiring work, and give them
timely wage, a minimum allocation
of at least Rs 88,000 crore is needed.4
But the actual allocation by the Modi
government has been way below
this. In fact, the allocation by the
Modi government has been so low
that this scheme has been able to
make available an average of just
46 person-days of employment per
household during all the five years of
Modi rule (Table 6). It is thus clear
that the MGNREGS has stopped
being a demand-driven programme
altogether; its scale depends rather
on the amount of resources made
available for it—a clear violation
of the Act. The primary sufferers
of this cut in funds are some of the
poorest and most vulnerable workers
of rural India.

budget for all agriculture related
sectors (Ministry of Agriculture
and Farmers’ Welfare, Ministry
of Rural Development, Ministry
of Water Resources as well as the
Department of Fertilisers). As can be
seen from Table 7, the total spending
for all these ministries, including the
Income Support Scheme, has fallen
as a percentage of the budget outlay
over the five Modi Government
budgets, 2014 to 2018. This year,
it has marginally increased, due to
the huge increase in income support
scheme. Exclude that, and it comes
down from 11.58% of the budget
outlay to only 9.65%—a fall of
nearly 2 percentage points. And that
is what really matters—giving an
income support which is actually a
bribe during elections does not really
improve income from agriculture.
Even after taking into account
the huge outlay for income support,
as a percentage of the GDP, total
agricultural spending during the
five Modi budgets has significantly
fallen; so much so, that even in
2019–20, it has yet to reach the
2014–15 budget estimate level.
But what is more important is
that as a percentage of GDP, total
spending on all agriculture related
sectors is just around 1.6% of GDP.
This, for a sector on which more
than 50% of the population depend
for their livelihoods!

Total allocation for all agriculture
related sectors
Let us now take a look at the

F a l l i n g r a t e o f g ro w t h o f
agriculture during Modi regime
It is because of these anti-farmer

Table 6: NREGA Performance Indicators
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Table 7: Budget Allocations for Agriculture Related Ministries (Rs crore)

policies of the Modi Government
that agricultural growth rate under
the Modi government over the
five year period 2014 to 2019 has
declined to an average of 2.9%,
compared to 4.3% during the UPA-II
years, and 3.7% for the full 10 years
of UPA. This is based on the latest
GDP estimates released by the CSO,
and is despite the manipulation of
GDP data by the Modi Government.5
This assault on Indian agriculture
pushed the hardy Indian farmers into
such despair that even after the
Modi Government arm-twisted the
National Crime Records Bureau
(NCRB) to make major changes in
its methodology, the number of farm
suicides increased by 40% during the
first year of the Modi Government.
The government panicked, and got
the NCRB to stop releasing anymore
data on farm suicides. The Union
Agriculture Minister Radhamohan
Singh in fact unashamedly admitted
in Parliament on December 18,
2018, that the NCRB, which collects
such data, has not published figures
of farmer suicides since 2016.
Solving the agrarian crisis
What is the best way of solving
the agrarian crisis? While the NYAY

scheme of the Congress is welcome,
it does not really attack the roots
of the agricultural crisis—that
agriculture is becoming unprofitable.
The other biggest limitation of the
NYAY scheme is that it too engages
in targeting, and is only targeted
at the poorest 20% households,
whereas the entire agricultural sector
is in crisis.
Therefore, what is more urgently
required is that:
• The government should increase
its investment in agriculture
towards making agriculture
sustainable. As discussed above,
if the government reduces the
enormous subsidies and transfers
being given to corporate houses,
it can easily double or even
triple its total investment on all
agriculture related sectors:
◦ Outlay for Ministry of
Agriculture can be trebled
from Rs 65,800 crore
(excluding income support)
to Rs 2 lakh crore.
◦ Outlay for Ministry of Rural
Development (excluding
NREGA and excluding
National Social Assistance
Programme – about which
we discuss later) can be

•

increased from Rs 1.34 lakh
crore to Rs 2.8 lakh crore in
the minimum.
These investments in agriculture
and related sectors will need to
be directed towards:
◦ Increasing investment
in irrigation facilities,
especially sprinkler and drip
irrigation projects, water
shed development and tank
rehabilitation.
◦ Providing subsidised crop
loans to farmers, including
to women-headed families
and tenant farmers, equal to
their cost of production.
◦ Providing subsidised and
compulsory crop insurance
to all farmers through public
sector insurance companies;
◦ Implementing plans and
providing subsidised finance
to promote dairy farming
and village-based industries
to increase rural incomes,
and efforts must be made
to do this through village
cooperatives.
◦ Shifting the entire orientation
of agriculture from the
present chemical intensive,
external input oriented
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•

•

•

industrial agriculture
to alternate technologies
that promote sustainable,
e n v i r o n m e n t f r i e n d l y,
agriculture. For this, the
government will need to
give priority to schemes like
Paramparagat Krishi Vikas
Yojana and National Project
on Organic Farming.
Apart from this, the government
will need to boost its investment
in the very important rural
jobs guarantee scheme or
NREGA, and it will need to
implement good quality, free /
cheap universal basic services
including education, health,
nutrition and pensions. These
measures will of course also
call for increasing investment
in all these sectors, which as
we discuss in a later article
are eminently affordable for
a government with so many
resources as India.
The Central Government also
needs to take the initiative
and provide a one time waiver
of all farm loans, including
private moneylender loans.
The moneylender loans should
be declared illegal by passing
appropriate legislation, and the
bank loan waiver – which should
cost at the most Rs 3 lakh crore
according to estimates by experts
– can be financed through issue
of bonds like the government
has done for recapitalisation of
banks, so that the burden can be
distributed over many years.
Government procurement of
crops should take place at
50% above cost of production,
where cost of production is
defined as C2 production
cost. It should also expand
procurement of foodgrains, and

also expand the procurement
to other important crops like
oilseeds and pulses, all which
it should distribute through a
universalised public distribution
system. This implies replacing
the targeted public distribution
system by the previous universal
public distribution system, in
which, along with foodgrains,
government should also
distribute other food essentials
like pulses and cooking oil to
all people. We have discussed
the costs for this elsewhere, and
they are not much.
What is the real objective of the
Modi Government?
Why is the Modi Government
only giving empty promises and not
taking concrete doable steps to solve
the agrarian crisis. This becomes
clear from a perusal of two official
documents:
A recent document of the NITI
Aayog says:
“With the corporate sector keen
on investing in agribusiness to
harness the emerging opportunities
in domestic and global markets,
time is opportune for reforms that
would provide healthy business
environment for this sector. Small
scale has been a major constraint on
the growth of this industry.”6
The paper also calls for allowing
corporate sector to side-step the
APMCs and procure directly from
the cultivator.
Another official document of
the government lays out a target
of bringing down the population
engaged in agriculture from the
existing 57% to 38% over the next
five years, by 2022.7 Interestingly,
this is elucidated in a report of
the National Skill Development
Council. The reason is obvious—

after the farmers have been pushed
out of their farms, they will need to
be trained to work as workers in the
factories.
The orientation is thus clear.
Allow agribusiness corporations
into Indian farming, let them take
control of procurement. Push out
the small farmers from agriculture,
and transform Indian agriculture into
corporate farming.
There is little room for doubt.
The Modi Government is the most
anti-farmer government that has
come to power at the Centre since
independence.
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Venezuela: Why is Maduro Still in Power?
Federico Fuentes
For many, it is impossible
t o u n d e r s t a n d h o w, d e s p i t e
presiding over the country’s worst
economic crisis and facing such
intense international and domestic
opposition, Maduro remains in the
presidential palace.
The answer lies in the enduring
strength of Chavismo, a political
movement of the working classes
that, despite predating former
president Hugo Chávez, continues
to take his name and political project
as its own.
The refusal by Maduro’s
opponents, inside and outside
Venezuela, to acknowledge its
existence also goes a long way to
explaining why they have remained
in opposition for more than two
decades.

era was the most beautiful time
in Venezuelan history. Everyone
was able to improve their living
conditions, not just the poor but even
the rich.”
“Thanks to Hugo Chávez, we
have the opportunity to study, to do
a postgraduate [course],” explains
another.
“Universities were basically
privatised. Unless you were rich you
had no chance of being able to go to
university.
“Chávez opened up education
and started to give students uniforms,
shoes, food, computers; kids are
given laptops, tablets…”
A young man interrupts:
“University students also get a
tablet. I have one. I had never seen
one before, but now I have one.”

Chávez
Walking down the main street of
San Fernando, capital of the border
state of Apure, it did not take long
for someone to come up and start
talking politics. Within minutes, a
group discussion had formed.
I asked them about Chávez. One
responded: “Chávez didn’t come to
power just because he wanted a job.
He came to power because we were
dying of hunger; Venezuelans were
dying of hunger in the ’80s and ’90s.
“That’s why, in ’89 the barrios
[poor neighbourhoods] came down
the hills and looted stores to get
food,” he said, referring to the
February 27 Caracazo uprising,
ultimately put down by brutal
repression which, according to
reports, left thousands dead.
Another said: “The Chávez

Identity
The depth of support for Chávez
among working people, however,
cannot be simply explained by his
association with better times.
Andreina Pino, a local activist
with the Bolivar and Zamora
Revolutionary Current in the rural
state of Barinas, where Chávez was
born, says this identification is due
to Chávez’s ability to “decipher the
code of the people.”
“Chávez was able to do this,”
Pino explains “because he came
from the people.”
“Generally, politicians in this
country came from rich families and
didn't have that contact with working
people. Chávez was able to connect
with the sentiment, culture and
spirituality of the Venezuelan people
. . . He came to synthesise all of that

culture, that spirituality, that history.
Chávez not only identified with that
history, he taught us history. Chávez
talked about Simón Bolívar and our
struggle for independence.
“He also began to build hope
in us that we, the people, could
construct our own history. Chávez
awoke something within the people.”
Political subject
C a r a c a s - b a s e d A rg e n t i n e
sociologist Marco Teruggi believes
the opposition’s inability to accept
or comprehend this phenomenon is
why it “has been making the same
error in their analysis for twenty
years”.
“They don't incorporate the
existence of Chavismo as a political
subject into their analysis.”
Teruggi explained that to
understand Chavismo, it is important
to look beyond the government and
view this political movement in all
its complexity.
Emerging from within the popular
classes, Chavismo incorporates a
gamut of political parties, social
movements and organisations, and
penetrates deep into the barrios and
military barracks.
“We cannot begin to understand
how, for instance, the economic
crisis has not led to a popular
explosion, if we don’t understand
the deep roots that Chavismo has in
the barrios, where it has generated a
whole network of organisations that
are very strong and that allows it to
contain the situation,” said Teruggi.
“Importantly, Chavismo has its
own political identity. We could say
that Chavismo is an identity of a
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part of the popular classes. Under
Chavismo, the popular classes
were not only able to improve their
economic situation but to participate
in politics, have a public voice, be
protagonists.
"Only Chavismo has offered
them this. They are defending a
process that today has been dealt
blows but continues to be the only
project that has offered the popular
classes in Venezuela a different
destiny to the one they had always
been condemned to—one of poverty,
unemployment, exclusion and
marginalisation. The people are
not defending Maduro; they are
defending the possibility of being
able to continue improving not just
their economic situation but their
lives in general.”
Pino agrees: “The people
who continue to support Maduro
understand that it's Maduro [in these]
circumstances … who is the current
leader of the civic-military process.
The right doesn't understand this;
they don’t understand that what is
in dispute here is not Maduro but a
project.”
No blank check
Teruggi points out, however, that
“Chavismo is not a blank check. It’s
not something that can be used and
abused for an indefinite amount of
time.”
Earlier this year, there were clear
signs of this.
Atenea Jiménez, from the
National Network of Comuneros,
which unites people involved in
numerous communes across the
country, explained that, in January,
between Maduro’s inauguration and
Guaidó’s self-proclamation, “there
were many protests . . . but these
protests were different as they were
in popular sectors, including some

that have historically been very
Chavista.
“These were not in middle class
sectors, at least here in Caracas;
they were protests by people from
the barrios who do not agree with
Maduro; people who are not with
the opposition but who are fed up
with having had to deal with this
economic situation for so many
years.”
Jiménez noted that the politics
of the protest were, like everything
in Venezuela, very complex and
contradictory. Some of them “were
tied to the actions of armed gangs”,
while in other cases, members of
the police and Bolivarian National
Guard were involved.
“These protests did not have
a clear leadership, they were not
planned or organised by a political
sector, although there were rightwing opposition sectors who tried
to promote the protests because they
saw them as functional to their aims
of removing Maduro by any means.”
Beyond these complexities,
“they were protests about the very
real situations that people are facing
. . . and in some places, where
Chavistas are very angry with the
difficulties of everyday life, the
protests were huge.”
“Many of the people who
protested feel that the government
has not been capable of resolving
their problems. They said: ‘We have
given [the government] all of our
votes, for the National Constituent
Assembly, for governors, for
mayors, all of them. So what excuse
do they have for not resolving our
everyday problems such as food and
medicine?’.”
Teruggi notes that the current
situation “cannot last forever.
There needs to be responses by
the government to these demands,

otherwise it will lose the support it
needs to stay in power.”
However, Teruggi believes
Venezuelans are still some time
away from reaching breaking
point. “I think this is why the US is
attempting to accelerate its actions
against Maduro.
“Rather than continuing to
. . . wear down support for the
government through economic
attacks, the US is instead promoting
a parallel government. Even if
the attacks on the economy are
generating a lot of damage and
Chavismo has been unable to
respond . . . and even contributed
to problems through its own errors,
the overall balance of forces has
maintained itself.”
Anti-imperialism
Jiménez notes that "in other
circumstances, under neoliberal
governments, we would have turned
this country upside down."
“But these mass protests
dissipated once Guaidó entered the
political scene, because that popular
force, which is discontent, that has
criticism towards the government . .
. retreated as a new variable entered
into the fray.
“That new variable is
imperialism.”
Guaidó’s US-backed selfproclamation, his appeals for foreign
intervention and more sanctions
meant that, “those spontaneous
protests stopped as people began
to say that this is not the way to
solve our problems. Among the
people there is a very strong antiimperialist sentiment, independently
of the position that people may have
towards the government.
“Any threat of foreign
intervention immediately generates
within our people a spirit of struggle
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. . . people recognise that we can
have our criticisms, but that this has
nothing to do with [US President
Donald] Trump being able to decide
who our president should be. The
roughshod manner in which the
opposition has acted and its open
calls for US intervention, together
with the almost daily statements
coming from Trump's spokespeople,
has generated a patriotic sentiment, a
conviction that we will resolve this
in the way that we want to resolve
it.”
These sentiments were expressed
by many, including one of the
women who joined the discussion
in San Fernando: “We don't want
the Yankees or anyone else to get
involved here. We are determined
to be free. We don't want any more
interference in our country. What
we want is to be independent, to be
sovereign and for us to be able to
decide what happens to our wealth.
No one else can tell us what to do
with our resources.”
Another adds: “We want to
resolve our problems ourselves. We
are happy to accept suggestions, but
good suggestions. Any country can
come and make suggestions, but no
one can impose themselves on us
like the US is trying to. That's not
the way it works here. That’s not the
way to help.”
“If the US wants to help us
then get rid of the sanctions,” says
another.
(Federico Fuentes writes for
Green Left Weekly, Australia.)
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Where Next for the Student Climate Strikes?
Helena Nicholson
The #YouthStrike4Climate
movement has exploded in size from
its small beginnings just over half a
year ago, when one Swedish school
student protested alone outside
parliament against her government’s
lack of commitment to the Paris
Climate agreement.
Only months later, on 15
March, over 1.5 million students
in 125 countries (in more than
2,000 locations worldwide) went on
strike together to demand systemic
and radical change to stop global
warming.
In the UK, the strike turnout
more than tripled on the previous
national strike in February, rising
from 15,000 to 50,000. The number
of strike locations increased from 60
to around 150.
This picture was replicated—
on an even greater scale—in other
countries. There were over 300,000
strikers in Germany, 150,000 in
Canada, 100,000 in Italy, 70,000 in
Switzerland and 50,000 in Belgium
and many hundreds of thousands
more across the world.
This marks a qualitative shift in
the consciousness of young people
internationally. There has been no
comparable militant, global and
organised youth movement in recent
history.
Militant action
Time Is Running Out. It is
perhaps surprising—but no less
encouraging—that the first reaction
of an entire generation around the
world to the threat of the climate
crisis has been to organise themselves
and take unofficial strike action.

This instinctive internationalism
and understanding of the power of
mass organisation will prove to be
an important formative experience
for future struggles.
Whatever may come of the
student climate strikes, there
will be many lessons learnt from
this movement. There is now a
generation whose main reference
point when it comes to demanding
political change is mass direct
action, involving wildcat strikes and
protests involving blocking bridges,
stopping traffic, and climbing on
buses.
They have been shown very
starkly the limits and impotence of
democracy under capitalism, in the
face of an environmental crisis that
threatens our future.
Whilst the movement lacks
a clear direction or political
programme, there is equally an
implicit understanding that the power
of a mass movement is necessary
to force real change—even if the
revolutionary consequences of this
have not been fully drawn out.
This reflects the kinds of political
struggle which will emerge in the
near future.
Organise and strike
The traditional unions in Britain
have so far shown little appetite for
the kind of radical action seen in this
youth movement. But the militant
example of the school strikes
could act as the spark for a wider
movement of mass coordinated
strike action in the trade unions
against the Tory government, if this
political connection is made between
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workers and students—and, most
importantly, if a bold, fighting lead is
given from the leaders of the labour
movement.
The focal point of the struggle in
Britain at the present time is clearly
on the political plane, around the fight
for a Corbyn Labour government.
But a mass campaign of protests
and strikes must play a part in this,
in order to force a general election
and kick out the Tories.
At the same time, a new wave of
young workers in precarious sectors
are starting to organise, particularly
in smaller unions. The bakers’
union (BFAWU), for example, is
organising strikes of McDonald’s
workers. And there are also more
militant and unofficial strikes taking
place through the IWGB, UVW and
other unions, who are organising
outsourced workers.
Young people are militant and
angry, and are beginning to see the
imperative of getting organised.
The limits of spontaneity
Whilst the spontaneity of the
climate strike movement has allowed
it to grow rapidly and lent additional
militancy to the protests, we should
not romanticise this spontaneity.
In the absence of any organisation
and direction, and without a clear
socialist programme and alternative,
such a movement can be derailed,
co-opted, or can run out of steam.
This can be seen from
the gilets jaunes movement in
France. The yellow vests too are
an explosive and radical mass
movement: spontaneous; mobilised
largely through social media; and
characterised by a deep mistrust of
organisation and leadership.
The main reason for this
rejection of organisation lies with
the betrayals of the leaders of the

French labour movement in previous
struggles. Indeed, the big union
leaders have actively distanced
themselves from the gilets jaunes
since the start of the protests last
November. This has prevented
the movement from realising its
tremendous potential power, if
workers were united and organised
against the bosses and the Macron
government.
By contrast, the students in
the climate strike protests are
instinctively drawing political
conclusions. Chants against Theresa
May are frequently heard at the
demonstrations in Britain, as are
slogans in support of Jeremy Corbyn.
Labour should therefore take a bold
lead in supporting and helping to
channel the radical anger of this
movement.
Need for revolution
It is important to recognise
that there is a sharp contrast
between the official demands of the
#YouthStrike4Climate movement
and the demands and mood seen on
the street.
The official organisers make
limited calls for greater education
and awareness; votes at 16; and the
declaration of a ‘climate emergency’.
But the placards and chants on recent
protests have made it clear that the
overriding demands is for ‘system
change not climate change’. It is
necessary now to outline what this
‘system change’ must involve.
Left-wingers in the British
Labour Party and the American
Democrats have called for a ‘Green
New Deal’ to address the climate
crisis. In essence, this is a Keynesian
programme of government tax-andspend. But it does not address the
key question of ownership. Tackling
climate change requires a rational

and democratic plan of production.
But you cannot plan what you do not
control; and you do not control what
you do not own.
Elsewhere, there have been
concerted attempts to depoliticise
the movement. Angela Merkel, for
example, has voiced some support
for the strikes on this basis, hoping
to channel the movement into a safe
and palatable liberal direction.
At the present time, however, the
climate strike movement shows no
signs of abating or watering down
its demands. Meanwhile, the wider
class struggle is only set to intensify.
It is therefore imperative that the
youth climate strikes link up with the
organised working class, in order
to build a mass movement capable
of bringing about a fundamental
transformation of society.
Liberal environmentalism and
tinkering around the edges of the
system will not work. We must be
clear: capitalism is killing our planet.
We need a revolution.
(Helena Nicholson is a UK
based socialist activist.)
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People’s Power Topples Sudan’s
Omar al-Bashir
Omar al-Bashir, who was
president of Sudan for nearly
30 years, has been forced out by
Sudanese army after months of
popular protests that rocked the
country. Media reports say al-Bashir
is under house arrest. Government
sources have said that consultations
are on to set up a transitional
government, which might be led by
vice-president Awad Awnaf.
Reports say all political
prisoners have been released and
some government officials may be
in detention.
However, various organizations
which have been in the forefront
of the protests which finally led
to the removal of al-Bashir have
made it clear they will not accept
a dispensation which has links to
the previous regime. The Sudanese
Professionals Association said in a
statement, “We assert that the people
of Sudan will not accept anything
less than a civil transitional authority
composed of a patriotic group of
experts who were not involved with
the tyrannical regime.”
It asked the armed forces to
“hand over power to the people,
according to what was expressed
in the declaration of freedom and
change.” The armed forces are
expected to make a statement on
Wednesday.
With news of Bashir’s ouster
spreading, thousands of Sudanese
thronged the streets of the capital city
Khartoum to celebrate. Protesters
were heard chanting slogans such
as “He is a coward and he has
fallen!” There was general bonhomie
between the protesters and army
personnel. However, experts have

said that a lot depends on whether
the army will bow before the will
of the people and give up its power,
or seek to prop up elements of the
current regime.
The past few days saw the
biggest mobilizations in the country
since December 19, when protests
broke out over the hike in the rate
of bread prices. These protests
soon escalated into a demand for
the ouster of the al-Bashir regime.
From April 6, thousands of Sudanese
mobilized at the headquarters of
the army in various States, urging
the soldiers to join the protests.
Attempts by security forces and
militia loyal to al-Bashir to break
up the demonstrations failed when
some soldiers and junior officers
came out and fired at the security
forces. As many as 26 peoples were
killed and around 160-170 injured
since April 6.
Omar al-Bashir has been
convicted by the International
Criminal Court for war crimes and
crimes against humanity for being
complicit in the massacres in Darfur.
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